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Summary

The emerging world of crowdfunding and the online solicitation, sales and
support of securities is an exciting new frontier. With the rules still being
designed and the territory still being mapped, “Navigating Your Portal Launch” is
written as a guide for portal operators considering the development and launch
of a crowdfunding platform as an enhancement to their existing business or as
a brand new business.

Written for both the experienced securities professional or new entrepreneur,
this book provides insight to the critical factors and considerations for a new
operator to consider when designing their portal with an emphasis on choosing
the right portal platform to run the business. The unique features and services of
the author’s company’s portal platform products are highlighted in the “Notes”
section of the text. This book informs, educates—and may even enroll you in
using their powerful proposed solution!

“If you think big. This is big. You think outside the box. This is the new
tetrahedron  This is not the unregulated swamp that occupies the
interweb today. This is raising capital in a compliant and transparent
forum. This is communities of the like minded supporting opportunities
to which they can relate. This is consumers becoming participants. This
is authentic ownership of opportunity. This is HUGE.”

– Andy Bowman, CAPP CWPP, Multiversification Project



"This book lays out the critical questions Braeger Financial Group addressed in the
development of our crowdfunding platform "VroomBank" I strongly recommend
everyone committed to developing a crowdfunding investment site use this manual
and engage CommunityLeader's team."
– David Braeger, Braeger Financial Group

“When I was looking for a partner who understood the new emerging crowdfunding
market I found no one with as detailed, comprehensive and common sense
understanding as Joseph and his team. This book lays out the process that I have
gone through in the development of Breakaway Funding."
– Kim Kaselionis, President/CEO of Breakaway Funding Inc.

“Joseph and the CommunityLeader Team have done an exceptional job of
understanding what ingredients are needed for a portal to be successful.  Users,
operators, and investors will all appreciate their hard work and our communities will
be better because of it." 
-John Osborne, CEO of Funding Charleston

“CommunityLeader, with their comprehensive Apicista engine, is a clear leader in
empowering fully compliant Crowdfunding portals. This book lays out a clear process
for taking advantage of that leadership position for your own portal.” 
– Denis duNann, CEO of Hyperfund

"T2BD is focused on creating a network among licensed Broker/Dealers committed
to engaging in a post-Title II marketplace with full FINRA and SEC compliance. "It is
our belief that CommunityLeader’s transparent, seamless, and compliant solutions,
represent a foundation piece of the developing Title ll and Title III ecosystem.  The
possibilities of matching thousands of qualified investors with the able, yet often
capital starved small and medium sized businesses that have historically been
responsible for approximately 80% of all new job creation are exciting to say the
least. At best CommunityLeader offers us and others the opportunity to be a part of
the next chapter of an American business renaissance.”
– Kevin Murphy, Co-founder of T2BD



"In this book, Joseph Barisonzi identifies the critical questions needed to be asked by
any business leveraging technology to take advantage of the emerging global private
financing market. Our business model is based on three cores; our global footprint,
relationship networks, and technology.  Joseph's understanding of the technology
needs gives us great confidence we are working with the right partner." 
– Elliott Nunez, CEO of NextGen Capital Markets

"In launching a successful funding portal, an operator must carefully navigate all key
business, technical and regulatory issues that they will face.  Joseph has constructed
an essential resource tool for potential portal operators seeking guidance to enter this
burgeoning industry." 
– Walt Robinson, Managing Partner of BridgePointe Capital Markets, LLC

"As an established business seeking to move online and expand community access
to  high speed data connections, what we needed was a knowledgeable partner that
understood crowdfunding, business development and technology. This book is
another reminder why Joseph and CommunityLeader is the right choice for any
business establishing a leadership position in the emerging crowdfunding market.”
– Edgar Caballero, CEO of FastFiBR

"Staying on the cutting edge of innovation is critical for success. When Full Throttle
Ventures decided to launch Lendzoan.com, an asset backed crowdfunding platform
designed to help their clients exponentially scale and facilitate their private lending
businesses, we knew we needed a subject matter expert and someone who had a
solid grasp of the technology required. We were fortunate to find both in Joseph
Barisonzi and his team at CommunityLeader. Everyone looking to be a leader in
crowdfunding should use this book as a guide." 
– Haider Nazar, Managing Partner of Full Throttle Ventures
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Introduction

Congratulations on taking the initial step in launching an investment portal. Two powerful
winds are blowing through the market of small business financing – the global demand to
bring grassroots financing to Main Street businesses and new legislation to support that
effort. These forces are opening the door for the online sale of syndicated securities – both
equity and debt. This creates an incredible opportunity for visionaries like you.

Crowdfunding is not only an opportunity for businesses owners and the individuals who
invest in them, but for the communities where they live and work. Crowdfunding has the
potential to change the very type of businesses which are nurtured and grown in our
communities – from those who dream of moving up and out – to those who establish deep
and sustained roots. There is an opportunity to create a new profile of entrepreneur. There is
an opportunity to extend the “shop local” movement to “invest local.” Crowdfunding is on the
forefront of changing our society from one of “consumers” to one of “owners.” 

It could. But, it will take the leadership of people like you. 

The business opportunities or promises presented must be more than rhetoric or a YouTube
video. There needs to be real businesses, with real business plans, and real leadership. The
businesses seeking money from the crowd must be accountable to their investors, their
community, and the regulatory environment. We will assume that by launching a
Crowdfunding portal you have already made the decision to help take on this responsibility.

Over the last eight months
the CommunityLeader
team has had an

opportunity to work with hundreds of business owners seeking not only to raise money for
themselves, but to launch a portal which will systematically connect investors and
businesses. Each proposed portal has been truly unique, with its own distinctive blend of
market, services and vision. We discovered that they have a common vision of creating a
more equitable marketplace with a more democratic process of accessing capital where
entrepreneurs have the opportunity to respond to and design their own vibrant online venue
that attracts a diverse base of investors.  

Through this process we have been developing and designing our product and service offering;
both our own business model as well as cultivating those of our clients. There has been
incredible cross-fertilization and learning. Through this processes we developed this
navigational guide to those considering entering this emerging market. 

1

1 The author is the co-founder and CEO of CommunityLeader, Inc., a Nevada corporation    
(www.communityleader.com) 

Crowdfunding is on the forefront of changing our society
from one of “consumers” to one of “owners.”
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While each of these
platforms or portals have
certain requirements,
CommunityLeader’s platform
is  compliant in today’s
environment, is implementing
compliance with the
Securities and Exchange
Commission rules regarding
general solicitation (Title II),
and  is prepared for Title III
Equity Crowdfunding as well.

What is a Portal?

“I want to launch a Crowdfunding portal” starts the email or the phone call. From
there, a prospective portal operator launches into questions about configuration,
customization and costs. There is a natural assumption that the definition of a portal
is well-known and universal. But as the conversation evolves it is clear that each
person’s vision of what will be done, where and by whom, what information is to be
shared, and when, is different. Their very concept of the definition of a portal is as
diverse as their innovations on Crowdfunding. 

A portal is nothing more than a gateway. It is a door or entryway2. Online, the term
portal has come to mean a website that brings information together from diverse
sources in a uniform way. Usually, each information source gets its dedicated area on
the page for displaying information; often, the user can configure which ones to display.3

In the context of the emerging Crowdfunding market the definition of the portal is
still a “work-in-progress.” The design of investment portals is being defined and
redefined by a changing set of business, cultural, and legal requirements. There are
also rapidly evolving expectations in the marketplace. 

According to Richard A. Weintraub, CommunityLeader’s Chief Compliance Officer
with over 34 years of experience as a securities attorney, the JOBS Act identified
two types of portals or platforms. The first platform was recognized in Section 4(b)
of the Securities Act of 1933 and pertains to offerings made pursuant to Rule 506
of Regulation D. The second platform was recognized as a funding portal pursuant
to Section 3(a)(80) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and pertains to offerings
made pursuant to Equity Crowdfunding rules and regulations. 

What does that mean? 

At the most basic, it means that your portal will be where businesses and investors
will be connected. To the SEC and FINRA, a portal is specifically related to
Crowdfunding. How and what that means, however, is still being defined by the SEC
rules, the FINRA licensing, and how businesses actually bring the technology to market. 

In the market, a portal will connect businesses and investors. There is a whole
scope of other products and services that could be provided on the portal. The
portal could be automated or simply support a manual fulfillment process. The

2

2 (Merrium-Webster) Definition of Portal

3 (Wikipedia, 2013) Definition of a Web Portal



portal could include due diligence prior to the raise, fulfillment and settlement
service, and support after the raise. 

The scope of what your portal is determined by you, your business model, the
regulatory rules and restrictions of the investments you choose to sell, the Platform
you choose and eventually – most importantly – your clients.

Is it all about Crowdfunding? 
No, it is not all about Crowdfunding.

Crowdfunding is trendy. Crowdfunding is hip. Charity fundraising campaigns that
have been happening for years are now being rebranded as Crowdfunding
campaigns. Investment referral services and networking groups are being
repositioned as Crowdfunding groups. 

From donations alone or with promises of premium gifts; from at-risk capital 
pre-production products sales to person-to-person lending; from syndicated debt
to equity shares – the scope of what is defined as Crowdfunding in the market
seems to have room for just about anything that involves raising funds. 

One operating definition of Crowdfunding comes from MassSolutions. In their
second annual comprehensive report on the state of the Crowdfunding market,
they defined Crowdfunding simply as “any kind of capital formation where both
funding needs and funding purposes are communicated broadly, via an open call, in
a forum where the call can be evaluated by a large group of individuals, the crowd.”4

Types of Crowdfunding

The simplest way to understand the scope of Crowdfunding is to make a division
between that which is legally a gift and that which is legally a security. In the graph
above, above the line are donation and premium-based Crowdfunding. Both are
legally a gift, but are understood in the market differently. In a premium raise there is
an implied promise for some type of gift, reward, or premium in exchange for the
legal gift. Below the line are securities. There is a contract for equity or repayment of
the money provided. Debt-based Crowdfunding is when there is a promise for the
company receiving the money to repay the investor with some type of positive
return. Equity-based Crowdfunding is when the investor is to receive a piece of
ownership in the company. 

CommunityLeader is
focusing our efforts on the

development of platforms to
support portals which are

selling a security. In unique
situations we are also

incorporating P2P lending
and donation campaigns as

part of the portals overall
value proposition. We are

also building platforms which
are integrated with existing

donation oriented portals. 

3

4 "Crowdfunding refers to any kind of capital
formation where both funding needs and

funding purposes are communicated broadly,
via an open call, in a forum where the call can be

evaluated by a large group of individuals, the
crowd. The outreach is referred to as a

crowdfunding campaign and the person or
company who is in charge of the campaign is
referred to as the campaign owner." Page 18.
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CommunityLeader believes
that crowdfunding remains a
powerful term in the
marketplace. It captures
people’s attention. As the
market develops, it will be
important to monitor how
attitudes about crowdfunding
change. There may emerge
good reasons for a portal to
make a distinction between it’s
business and the general
crowdfunding market. 

Emerging Crowdfunding Models

In the market, numerous models of Crowdfunding have emerged. To meet the
needs of particular market segments and industries, creative business and social
entrepreneurs are creating, designing and launching business models. Each with
the goal of aggregating the economic power of individuals to create action. Within
the securities space (below the line) new models are emerging as well. Within the
constraints of the regulatory environment many of these are launching with accredited
investors—building a solid foundation for when the regulatory environment allows them
to solicit and engage with a broader cross section of the community. 

There is one notable exception to this lack of clarity or uniformity in the definition of
Crowdfunding. For the SEC and FINRA, “Crowdfunding” is specifically the term as
defined in Title III of the JOBs Act of 2012 of the large-scale solicitation and sale of
a security up to $1,000,000 to an unlimited number of qualified unaccredited
investors. Any mention of crowdfunding in marketing and promotional materials—
especially by those who falls under their jurisdiction – is strictly monitored and has a
high likelihood of incurring regulatory action.5

At its core Crowdfunding – and more specifically securities-based Crowdfunding –
is the solicitation and sale of securities with the support of online tools. Whether to
accredited investors or qualified investors, whether the qualification is in accordance
with the “intra-state” regulations, or new state legislation, or the rules according to
the SEC and FINRA when published. 

For a portal operator what does this mean? 

The bottom line is that a Platform can be built now, portals can be launched now,
and investment can be sold within the existing regulatory environment. The
publishing of the rules associated with Title II of the JOBs Act lifting the ban on
general solicitation dramatically expands the opportunities to reach accredited
investors. As that environment changes and the demographics of the qualified
crowd grows, portals will have the opportunity to expand the target of prospective
investors and change the profile of their published fundraising offerings. 
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5 http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/jobsact/
crowdfundingexemption.htm



In the words of Scott Bachman, the Chief Marketing Officer at CommunityLeader,
“Build a business with a solid business model, that delivers quality products and
services to your customers, in a legally compliant environment—and if it makes
sense to call it Crowdfunding for your unique market—then do so. If not, don’t.” 

Defining Terms

Beyond portal and Crowdfunding there are a host of other terms for which a
common understanding of definition is essential to the consideration, design, and
development of a portal. Over the course of this book we use the following terms as
defined here: 

Portal: The website where prospective issuers go to learn about the service
offering and opportunity to be matched with investors, and where investors go to
see “tombstones” of investment opportunities, register to consider offerings, and
view the offerings. As a term “portal” is often interchanged with “platform.” In this
book we will refer to the portal as the general marketing website that recruits and
attracts issuers and investors while the platform is the infrastructure which supports
the solicitation, sale, fulfillment and support of the investment products. 

Issuer: A business that is raising money through a portal. They are “issuing” a
security. 

Investor: The individual or entity that will be putting money into the business in
exchange for a security. The security could be debt or equity.

Lifecycle of a Campaign

Campaign: The three-stage process an issuer goes through to raise capital and
provide their investor a return on his or her money. CommunityLeader identified
these three stages as development, raise and support. 

Security: An investment instrument, other than an insurance policy or fixed annuity,
issued by a corporation, government, or other organization which offers evidence of
debt or equity. For our purpose a security is officially defined by the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934.6

CommunityLeader has
uniquely configured its

default Platform to support,
track and manage through all

three stages of a campaign.
This is based in our belief that

the goal of a raise should
always be to successfully use

investor capital to grow the
business and deliver a

positive investor return..

5

6 "Any note, stock, treasury stock, bond,
debenture, certificate of interest or participation

in any profit-sharing agreement or in any oil, gas,
or other mineral royalty or lease, any collateral

trust certificate, preorganization certificate or
subscription, transferable share, investment

contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate, for a
security, any put, call, straddle, option, or

privilege on any security, certificate of deposit,
or group or index of securities (including any

interest therein or based on the value thereof),
or any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege

entered into on a national securities exchange
relating to foreign currency, or in general, any

instrument commonly known as a 'security'; or
any certificate of interest or participation in,

temporary or interim certificate for, receipt for, or
warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any
of the foregoing; but shall not include currency
or any note, draft, bill of exchange, or banker's

acceptance which has a maturity at the time of
issuance of not exceeding nine months,

exclusive of days of grace, or any renewal
thereof the maturity of which is likewise limited."
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In CommunityLeader’s
ecosystem, platforms have
the option of dispersal of
escrow based on the
completion by the issuer of
objective outcomes to provide
further protection for investors. 

Commission: A transaction-based fee for effecting a transaction in securities. It
could be simply a percentage of the funds raised for an Issuer in the sale of
securities to Investors by a person effecting the transaction.  

Success fee: A commission paid based on the successful results of a sale of a
security. Based on current law a success fee is a type of commission and may only
be distributed or shared among licensed entities. 

Due Diligence: The deliberative process through which a licensed Broker/Dealer
confirms the details of the issuer and the offering prior to presentation to
prospective investors. The due diligence process is a legal and fiduciary
responsibility of the Broker/Dealer in their capacity as the Portal's Intermediary.

Escrow: The account where funds are held pending a successful completion of a
raise. The escrow is subsequently distributed in accordance with the escrow
instructions and securities law regulations. This will include distribution of the
success fee.

Intermediary: The official licensed entity of record responsible for the security
transaction. In current law, with rare exception, this entity must be a licensed
Broker/Dealer.7 In the Jobs Act 2012, a portal entity may become licensed as an
intermediary. The process and rules for this have not been established. 

Raise: The raise is the second stage of a campaign starting with the offering being
published on the portal and presented to only qualified prospective investors. The
entire raise process is supported and monitored by licensed and registered
individuals associated with an intermediary.

Offering: The security documentation which provides the details including potential
risks of the investment opportunity. An offering is sold by the intermediary on behalf
of the issuer.

Platform: The integrated software and services used by the portal to effectively
match and qualified businesses and investors, and facilitate the presentation,
consideration, fulfillment and settlement of the offering. 

A more expansive list of terms and their operating definition in the context of this Book
is in the glossery which is linked from the Additional resources chapter on page 30.

6

7 The exceptions are when a “finder” is utilized
and when an intermediary is not needed
because the entire solicitation and sale is done
purely by the principals of the company
issuing a private offering without the payment
of a success fee.  A finder cannot effect a
transaction in securities.  A finder may merely
introduce an Issuer to and Investor and not
“offer” or “sell” the security.



Understanding your Community’s Crowdfunding Ecosystem

In biology, an ecosystem is a community of interacting organisms and their physical
environment. Your Crowdfunding ecosystem is a network of interacting products
and services necessary for a sustainable funding environment—for your business
and those of your clients. 

A Crowdfunding ecosystem comprises a set of complex relationships among and
between businesses, services and resources which are essential for a businesses
to effectively and legally raise money from qualified and informed investors, grow
their businesses with that money, and then to provide a return. 

Crowdfunding Ecosystem

The basic components of the ecosystem include the resources to qualify and
support the businesses, the resources to qualify and support the investors, the
marketing pages to attract, the educational resources to empower, the fulfillment
and settlement engine, the licensed Broker/Dealer, the network of affiliates and
resources that will provide professional services, and the service center that
provides the resources that ensure successful transactions.

Not any one portal needs to build and develop all of these things. But each portal
does need to be cognizant that all of them are necessary for a successful
campaign. An integrated solution provider provides the full ecosystem to ensure the
very best experience for you, your business clients and the investors. 

Think of the different
elements of the ecosystem

as essential bricks.
CommunityLeader’s

integrated whitelabeled
solution provides you the

bricks you are missing 
and the mortar to build a

solid foundation. 
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Business Development
and Due Diligence Investor and

Business Education

Investor Qualification
and Portfolio Management

Community
Targeted
Portals

Our SEC/FINRA Certified
Broker/Dealer Intermediary

Trained and Qualified
Professional Support Services

Compliant Fulfillment
and Settlement Engine

FastFiBR has been successfully working with communities to deploy fiber-optic
data connects throughout the United States. The new securities regulations
provide them an unique opportunity to expand the number of communities they
can serve while simultaneously engaging the communities directly in the
financing of their own data infrastructure. "Having an already compliant platform,
with mobile app approval, enables FastFiBR to actually open-source America's
last mile data infrastructure in a manner never thought possible before."  said
Edgar Caballero, CEO. "For us the decision was to focus on our core business
and find a platform that took care of the rest." 
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The SEC Title II rules allowing
for general solicitation will
have a significant impact on
how existing licensed
Broker/Dealers bring their
product to market. The
CommunityLeader platform
has been designed to support
a Broker/Dealer to manage
RegD offerings with and/or
without general solicitation –
and manage the investor pools
in compliance with their B/D’s
policies and procedures.

Who is a Portal For?

Different Types of Portal Owners

Anyone can start a Portal and enter into the emerging Crowdfunding market. New
portal operators are motivated by many things – from making a profit, to growing
the value of businesses, or making a significant positive impact on their community. 

Based on our experience there are five emerging types of portal operators:

Trailblazers: There are many folks to have caught the vision of the emerging1.

Crowdfunding market and have put together creative and visionary models for
how Crowdfunding could be brought to market. These folks are trying to
catch the Crowdfunding wave – and many have designed or imaged attractive
frontend user experiences. Now they are seeking a backend platform which
will enable them to come to market faster and cheaper. Each Trailblazer Portal
creates new assumptions and rearranges challenges that typically require the
customization of the structured elements in the default portal model. 

Securities Professionals: The high margin/low volume business of securities2.

professionals is about to be hit by a tsunami of online-based solutions. These
solutions promise to wreak havoc on the business model of existing securities
professionals. The implementation of Title II's lifting of the ban on general
solicitation will dramatically change the nature of the relationship between
securities professional and prospective investors. The rules add additional
costs and risk while open incredible doors of opportunity. Developing an
online presence to support the existing business provides both expanded
business opportunities and provides enhanced services in today’s regulatory
environment. It also provides the opportunity to be competitive in the
emerging market as well. For securities professionals, a portal ends up being
a highly structured deployment of business due diligence processes and
services with strict access and source controls for investors. 

Professional Service Provider: There are a significant number of3.

professional service providers whose skills and talents are essential
components to the overall Crowdfunding ecosystem. By customizing their
resources to match the market drivers of the Crowdfunding space these
professional service providers open new markets, lines of businesses and

Trailblazers

Community-based
Initiative

Service Providers

Securities
Professoinals

Transforming
Business
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opportunities for themselves and their existing clients. From consultants to
lawyers, business plan developers to social media marketing professionals;
the development of a unique portal for a professional service provider is a
strategic investment in the growth of their business and practice. For most
professional service providers a portal ends up being a highly customized
product service offering leading to a standard fulfillment and settlement
platform and investor services. 

Transforming Business: Many businesses thrive in a space where they4.

connect businesses and financial resources. For these businesses harnessing
the Crowdfunding opportunities opens expanded opportunities to grow
market share, diversify customer portfolios, and drive efficiencies. The
resulting portals for Transforming Business portal operators are highly
specialized portals with unique service offerings, specialized investment
packages, and highly targeted investors. 

Community-based Initiatives: From trade associations to chambers of5.

commerce, municipalities to community development initiatives;
Crowdfunding meets its greatest potential in the context of matching
community-based portals with the qualified investors who consider
themselves members. Types of communities are not only geographic, but
affinity, ethnic, industry or even business sector related. The resulting
community-based initiative portals are highly branded with significant
marketing and recruitment support with standardized deployments of the
business and investor applications to support community adoption. 

There are of course a host of other unique portal operators. From Community Banks
to University Research Centers, from Government Agencies to Private Equity Firms;
there is an almost unlimited list of potential portal operators. Each of these new portal
operators will be the community leaders in defining this new emerging market. 

CommunityLeader’s
leadership has deep roots in

community development.
They have a passion for

bringing the power of crowd-
funding to the community

context. Research consistently
shows the affinity relationships
investors have with the issuer

is a primary driver in the
investment decision. This

affinity is formed in the context
of community.

CommunityLeader’s team is
uniquely skilled at working

with you to design a
community-based

crowdfunding initiative. 

9

Braeger Financial Group has a history of providing a fixed income solution for
investors. Migrating that business to a crowdfunding platform under the brand
VroomBank will provide them an opportunity to reach more investors and
expand the credit facilities they current service.
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CommunityLeader’s marketing
leadership has significant
experience in a “market-centric”
approach to business
development. In this approach
the business model and strategy
is built from the “customer in.”
What is essential is not vision,
mission, or even preconceived
notions about product – but the
essential relationship with the
customer. We use this approach
in our consulting process to
ensure economically viable
portal clients.

Your Business Model

Launching a portal is the same as launching any other business. It needs to be a
business with a business model. 

The business model is developed in the context of the market, the target market, and
product and service offering. Each business model will be distilled to its unique value
proposition. This unique value proposition must be associated with the delivery of
products and/or services that will be paid for by the client. The cost of delivery of
these products and services must be less than the amount the client will be willing to
pay for them. There is nothing magic about a portal platform, these elementary pillars
of a business model is true for portals as well. 

When the Community Liaison at CommunityLeader engages on the phone, email or
live chat with a prospective portal operator, we are often confronted by the
assumption of a business model. Too often there a misguided assumption that a
Crowdfunding portal will earn it's money solely from “transactional revenue” without a
look at the complete ecosystem or issues of regulatory compliance with the
distribution of commission. When we ask who the target market is we hear “all
businesses.” When we ask what target investor group they are seeking we hear
“everyone in the United States.” While this is a compelling vision, it is not the
foundation of a business model. 

When sketching out the vision of your portal it is helpful to ask yourself six critical
questions. These questions are specific to the process of developing a portal and will
help you to identify the essential components of your own crowdfunding ecosystem.

Six Critical Business Questions

What is your target issuer market and how will you cost effectively reach them?1.

What value added services will you be providing to the issuers?2.

What is the price point of those services?3.

What is the target investor market and how will you cost effectively reach them?4.

What are the investment product types?5.

Why you? Why will issuers and/or investors choose your portal? 6.

Why You?

What are your
Value Added Services?

What is the
Price Point?

Who is the
Target Issuer?

Who is your
Target Investor?

What are Your
Investment Products?

10



A business model is essential prior to the engagement with a Portal Platform
Provider. An effective platform is customized and configured to support your unique
business model. It is often helpful to actively engage a white-labeled provider like
CommunityLeader in the process of development of the business model to ensure
that it is developed with the compliance, processes and procedures of the default
methodology of the platform. This will ensure that you are able to take advantage of
established software and services, reducing your time and cost to market. 

The best place to start in the development of your business model is with you and
your unique relationship with your own community. You have connections and
experiences. You are currently providing services to customers. You are known within
a group of issuers, or prospective investors – or both. Your relationships with these
groups are the foundation upon which to build an effective Portal business model. 

Understanding the Market Margin Flip™

In CommunityLeader’s discussion with prospective clients about their business
model, there is one drawing that seems to be consistently replicated on the
whiteboard. We call it the “market margin flip.” It describes the current significant
change being experienced by the majority of the businesses current in the capital
acquisition or investment banking markets.

CommunityLeader has
developed two support

documents to help in the
development of the business

model. The first is the "Service
Offering Decision Tree." The
second is the "Intermediary

Role Decision Tree." Both
documents are available in

the CommunityLeader
learning center and are linked

from the Additional
Resources on page 31. 
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Low Volume

High Touch

High Margin

   

Low Touch

High Volume

Low Margin

Current Margin Model

In today’s market, much like many other
industries prior to the integration of technology
and crowd-based pressures, companies work
with a select few clients where they provide an
intense amount of services and earn a resulting
high margin.

The Emerging Margin Model

As disruptive technology and corresponding
business models sweep through a new market
segment, the business model changes. Now
companies leverage automation and technology
to work with a greater number of clients, but the
actual time they need to spend with each client is
dramatically reduced. The end result is that for
each individual client the resulting margin is lower. 
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CommunityLeader’s flexible
platform supports different
workflows for different
investment products. This
allows the company to run
their legacy business on the
same platform as the new
506c or Title III raises.  This is
important for companies who
are choosing to maintain their
legacy business while
gradually preparing for and
entering the expanded market. 

The Market Margin Flip™

We call this process the “market margin flip.” CrowdFunding will sweep like a
tsunami through the capital and investment banking markets and leave in its wake
the market margin flip. Much like technology did with insurance or mortgages, who
would have imagined that all of the investment advisors who administered our stock
trading accounts would be replaced with automated “low touch” services like
eTrade™ or Scottrade.® 

As the market margin flip migrates through and takes hold, businesses have new
options and opportunities: one option is to deny that the new market will ever
impact their business; another, is to fully embrace the new and make the changes
to their structure, services, compensation and expectations to fully compete in the
new market; a third option is to leverage the new business as “feeder” for the
legacy business. 

In this third option, the emerging portal platforms are an opportunity to cost
effectively establish a relationship with a pipeline of future business. In this case, the
new business ROI is calculated not only on the financial margin it delivers, but the
value of the qualified lead pipeline it provides to the legacy business. 

Low Volume

High Touch

High Margin

Low Touch

High Volume

Low Margin
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The Revenue Streams

There are three primary revenue streams associated with a Crowdfunding portal. The
revenue streams you choose are the foundation of your business model. Each of the
revenue streams are associated with a portion of the overall Crowdfunding ecosystem. 

Portal Revenue Streams

Training, Education and Business Development

Preparing either a business or an investor to effectively participate in the private
securities market requires education and potentially even training. The scope and
breadth of the education and training will be determined both by the regulations
governing the type of investment you are offering, the type of qualified investors to
whom you are marketing, and the value proposition of your portal.

While the education and training needs of your business clients will be determined,
to some degree, by the regulation and the intermediary model you choose; the
most important determinate of the scope of education and training you provide will
be how you choose to position yourself in the market. You could choose to provide
this directly as part of the scope of services or indirectly through service providers. 

It is appropriate that there is significant focus on accessing to quality investors. It is
equally important to recognize that aggregating a pool of quality investors, who
have funds and are ready to invest, will take a disciplined approach to ensuring that
there is a qualified pipeline of quality investment opportunities. 

For businesses there is a significant amount of business development that is that is
both essential and required. The actual amount on an individual business basis will
be the difference between how prepared they are and the threshold publishing
requirement to launch on your portal. These requirements will be determined by the
laws and requirements governing the specific investment types you will support and
your own unique requirements which will support your market differentiation. There
is often a unique set of business preparation steps that is needed based on the
specific business target market. While some of this development work falls within
the scope of what is understood to be "due diligence," there is also preparation of
the raise itself, the associated legal documents, preparation of marketing and
solicitation material.

There is a prevailing wisdom in the market, that with rare exception, portals will not
charge  individual or institutional investors to access investment opportunities. There
are notable exceptions where the value proposition of the portal is a presentation of
information with significant added value to support the investor due diligence process.
In this case, a business analysis report fee, subscription fee or combination thereof
could be offered. 

In a Title III raise – the pure
crowdfunding model,

CommunityLeader has
additionally identified a set of

projects and tasks that will
increase both the value of a
businesses community and

the likelihood of the
businesses ability to convert

the value of that business
community to a successful

crowdfunding raise. We call
this list the CSF101 – the 101
tasks every business should

do to convert their social
capital to financial capital. 
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Training, Education 
and Business Development

Professional Services

Success Fee
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Professional Services are an
important part in the ecosystem
because they ensure the
quality of the investment
products. CommunityLeader’s
business resource center
allows the portal to sell
sponsorships or marketing
packages to professional
service providers. This not only
ensures quality business
support services but captures a
vital revenue stream.

Professional Services

The Different Types of Services

The professional service fees are those associated with the services provided to a
business which are not directly associated with the raise. These services may be
essential requirements for the business to meet legal or intermediary requirements.
Essential services include legal, accounting, and finance. These may or may not be
services required by your portal. There are also secondary services which are
important. Many of these services may be needed for a business to successfully
complete the tasks associated with the due diligence process, or to prepare
themselves to be successful in the actual raise process. Secondary services could
include social media, marketing, public relations, or business plan development. A
third set of services are those that are particular to the specific industry associated
with the target issuers and investment product. 

Professional services which may be part of your portals’ core offering or offered
through an affiliate or partner network. There are certain types of services for which
referral fees are professionally discouraged or not allowed. Either way all of these
service fees and their associated relationships must be properly disclosed. 

Success Fees

Success fees (or commissions) are those fees associated with and contingent upon
a successful raise. In the current regulatory environment, only licensed professionals
can participate in the collection and distribution of commissions.9

There are several different roles that are part of the process of ensuring a complaint
solicitation and sale of the security.10 As part of the development of the platform,
CommunityLeader has worked with securities professionals to differentiate these
roles and to structure them into the permissions and controls of the platform to
maximize the flexibility of a portal Platform to deliver a quality experience for the
issuers and investors.

Success fees are collected by the licensed Broker of Record directly from the
escrow in accordance with escrow terms and instructions. Your portal will
participate in the success fee either as a Broker/Dealer or in accordance with a
registered member of your team. For more information, please see the chapter on
“The Role of the Intermediary.” 

  

$
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9 See Section 15(a) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Regulation 3a4-1
promulgated thereunder.  

10 Please see “The Roles of the Security Team”
on page 18



The Potential Investment Products

In an initial and elementary discussion of portals the investment products are often
broken down into two categories – debt and equity. These are an important
distinction as the due diligence, documents, education and target investors are
different for investment products in these two general broad categories. 

After this initial distinction, there are a huge number of opportunities and options for
your portal, issuers and investors. For each unique business need there is a
potential investment product: growth capital of existing businesses, financing
franchise licenses, private investments in public companies (PIPE), asset-based
lending, financing of PPA’s and Off-Take agreements, hard money loans or financing
of municipal projects. There are literally thousands of unique investment products
which could be offered by your Portal.

A strong case can be made for a portal’s desire to offer a wide scope of investment
products. The choice and breadth of options increases the likelihood of matching the
right investment product with each individual issuer. An equally compelling case can be
made for limiting the number and type of products issuers offer. The extra complexity
and corresponding costs associated with maintaining the knowledge and
infrastructure for due diligence, presentation and investor education of multiple
investment products. 

In addition to the investment types there are different regulatory options as well. The
standard is a Rule 506 offering associated with Reg D promulgated as a safe harbor to
the private offering exemption found in Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933.11

But there are times when a Reg A12 or a Reg S13 offering will make more sense.
Additionally, there are numerous states that have “intrastate” exemptions. For example
in California, Section 25102(n) of the Corporate Securities Act of 1968 provides for an
exemption for sales to qualified purchasers (a standard less than that for accredited
investors) whereby the issuer is permitted to publish a tombstone advertisement. The
issuer and all of the investors must generally be California-based. 
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Due to CommunityLeader’s
unique technology we can
support multiple investment
types and regulatory
options. A portal using
CommunityLeader’s
Platform could provide and
support one or many
different investment types.

These could be consecutive
or concurrent campaigns. 

11 All offerings of securities must be registered
pursuant to Section 5 of the securities Act of

1933 unless the offering is exempt from
registration.  The most common exemption is

found in section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act of
1933 known as the private offering exemption.  

12 Reg A provides a short form method to
conduct a public offering.

13 Reg S is an exemption that permits sales to
offshore investors.

The development of Breakaway Funding Inc. as a portal supporting community
banks is lead by Kim Kaselionis. As a former President and CEO of a
Community Bank, Kim has an astute understanding of the business pressures
and opportunities for community banks. With this understanding she has been
able to customized a portal which will address the regulatory, business and
branding needs of the community banks.

DebtEquity
506

Regs A, D, & S
504

Unsecured
Secured

Convertible
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The CommunityLeader Platform
has a secure role-based login
system. Each individual user’s
access to information is limited by
the role or roles they are
responsible for within the system.
A member of the service team –
a campaign manager, an affiliate,
a business resource – does not
have access to information
concerning the solicitation,
fulfillment or settlement of the
actual sale of the security. A
member of the securities team
can see only the information
associated with the raises with
which they are legally engaged.
All activity is recorded to ensure
access by compliance personnel.
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The Role of the Intermediary 

The Intermediary is the entity of record for the transaction, fulfillment and settlement
of the security. In the current market, the Intermediary is exclusively a licensed
Broker/Dealer. This entity could own its own portal. Traditionally, the Intermediary is
the entity that partners with and supports the portal operator. It is also possible for
the portal to provide business development services in an agreement with the
Broker/Dealer. It is possible that the implementation of Title III of the Jobs Act will
create new entities that will serve as the intermediary. Based on the business
model, there are advantages and disadvantages of each of these structures. 

The Intermediary is an entity licensed by FINRA. As a licensed entity they will have
requirements and obligations on qualification, due diligence, compliance and
reporting. These requirements provide a context for the processes and procedures
that will be designed into your own business and the corresponding platform.

The Service Team and the Security Team

A Portal’s Two Teams

During the launch of your portal, you will not be alone. There will be staff,
contractors, professionals, partners, vendors, suppliers and affiliates that will be
helping you build, support and grow your Crowdfunding ecosystem. There are two
professional teams that are an integral piece of your platform. The first team is the
Service Team and the second is the Securities Team. Your portal platform will
uniquely fill these different teams with either outside service partners or your own
people. CommunityLeader’s Campaign Service Center and cTrade have been
designed and structured to supplement and augment your teams to ensure you are
able to come to market with a full complement of services and support. 

Training &
Development

Team

Affiliates

Resources

Campaign
Manager

Not Licensed

Not eligible for
distribution of

success fees

Broker
Dealer of
Record

Servicing
Broker

Supervising
Broker
Dealer

Originating
Broker

Investment
Advisor

Compliance
Officer

Securities
Team

Licensed

Eligible for
distribution of

success fees



From within the business
application – CampaignLeader

– there is a resource center.
This resource center is a

directory of professionals
which support the business in

their campaign.
Communityleader has

developed several custom
applications and web-based

interfaces to support these
resources. From referral

interfaces, to management
consoles, the opportunity for
your portal to add significant
value to both the issuer and
the member of the services

team is limited only by
regulatory requirements.
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The Service Team

�The Service Team Roles

The Service Team comprises the business development, business services sales,
and marketing professionals who recruit, educate, train and prepare the businesses
to be presented to investors. Only a small part of this responsibility has to do with
marketing -- the focus is having quality business that are properly prepared to make
the best use of investor's money to grow

The Roles of the Service Team

Within the Service Team there will be a wide range of qualifications. For licensed
professions like legal and accounting, it is important to have members of the team
that have the appropriate licensing and relevant experience in the specific areas of
expertise associated with your platform. For example, a significant portion of the
legal work for companies relates to securities law. Even a good contract lawyer will
not produce a securities agreement that meet minimum requirements. 

The Service Team includes your administrative and sales staff who are implementing
your business plan’s new client and investor acquisition plans. It also includes the
affiliate network you engage through social media partners. 

The most important Service Team member is the role that we call the Campaign
Managers. These are the individuals who work with the issuers to support their
process of getting their investment ready to be passed off to the securities team.
The Campaign Manager uses the software and features of the platform to ensure
that business as properly prepared. Think of them as the project managers that
keep the system working. 

Different portal platforms will have varying degrees of automation, with different
balances of business-directed and portal-supported activities. The automation of
the workflow process among and between these team members in association with
these activities in an auditable/reportable manner is an essential aspect of the
technology of the platform. 

     

Training &
Development 

Team

Resources

Campaign
Manager

Provide Business
Service Support to Issuers

Support Business
Development and

Project Management
Referring

Prospective
Issuers
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Within CommunityLeader’s
Apicista engine each of these
roles does not require a unique
person. A single properly
registered person can be the
Originating and Servicing
Broker. In fact a properly
licensed person working at a
properly licensed Broker
Dealer could be the one
person intermediary fulfilling
all of the responsibilities
associated with the securities
team. The advantage of the
CommunityLeader model is
that by separating the roles
you provide the flexibility – and
opportunity – to grow with
additional people and through
strategic Broker-Broker
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The Roles of the Securities Team

The actual solicitation and sale of securities will be facilitated by a licensed
securities professional on your portal platform. Different licensing requirements will
be necessary for different types of investment vehicles. If you are also facilitating
lending products, additional licensing will be required to meet State laws. If your
portal is facilitating securities which are associated with the sale of real estate there
are licensing requirements for the real estate professional. If your portal will be
facilitating and supporting transnational securities, additional securities partnerships
and association are required. 

One of the critical aspects of a portal, with the intention of engaging in the current
securities and regulatory environment is understanding the critical nature of
ensuring that the right people interact at the right time – and that a compensation
model is developed to support the business goals of the portal. The identification
and subsequent development of the securities team is an essential aspect of the
process. CommunityLeader has differentiated the responsibilities associated with
the securities team up into the following roles: 

Security Team Roles

Originating Broker: The Originating or Referring Broker is a registered professional
who refers the potential issuer to the portal for the purpose a campaign. The
Referring Broker can be paid from the commission for this referral. The minimum
registration is a Series 7, and in some portal configurations may additionally require
a Series 63 license. 

Servicing Broker: The Servicing Broker is the registered professional who
supports the issuer through the process of the raise. This includes the approval of
the due diligence documents (with the support of the Supervising and the
Broker/Dealer of record). The Servicing Broker also manages the direct interaction
between the business and the prospective investors. The minimum registration for
the Servicing Broker is a Series 7 and 63. 

Broker
Dealer of
Record

Servicing
Broker

Supervising
Broker
Dealer

Originating
Broker

Investment
Advisor

Compliance
Officer

Securities
Team

Provides information
and support to the investor

Reveiews all
regulated activity

Files offering with FINRA
and SEC. Reviews compliance.

Manage the Issuer’s Solicitation
and Promotion of Offering

Provides supervision
to the servicing broker

Refers Issuer to Portal 
and/or Broker Dealer
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Security Team Licensing 

Supervising Broker/Dealer: In a rare situation, the Servicing Broker may not
actually be an employee of the Broker/Dealer of record associated with the portal
and the offering. In this case there is an additional role that needs to be considered.
This is the role of the Supervising Broker/Dealer associated with the Broker.
Originating and/or Servicing Broker. The Supervising Broker/Dealer has the required
Series 24 license and will provide supervisory oversight. The Servicing Broker is
engaged via contract and agreement with the Supervising Broker/Dealer and the
Broker/Dealer of Record. 

Broker/Dealer of Record: The official Broker/Dealer of record in association with
the portal will be the legal entity that accentuates the actual sale of the security. The
Broker/Dealer of record is the Intermediary for the portal.

Registered Investment Advisor: A licensed professional who provides consulting
and advisory support to individual investors. 

Within the securities team there will rarely if ever be a separate person for each of
these individual roles. Your portal will probably have one or two people who will play
3 or 4 of these roles. There are additional essential roles within the Broker/Dealer of
record including a Compliance Officer. The roles identified here are normally part of
the compensation structure.

When the leadership of FundingCharleston.com looked to expand their
community-based donation site with securities they understood they were
entering an entirely new market.  They recognized to truly make the impact they
sought out, they needed a portal platform which took into account all of the
details - from regulation to the actual movement of the money, from identity
verification to a tested due diligence process.  According to CEO John
Osborne, "Operating a community-based portal like Funding Charleston
includes a significant obligation to our friends, family and neighbors.  When
evaluating whether or not to create our own process or use the Community
Leader portal, the choice became clear.  We decided to focus on what we
knew best, which was our community, and leverage the technical expertise
CommunityLeader put into their portal.
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The Choice of a Platform

Your portal will run on a software and services platform. The platform is the
technology and services that work together to support the operations of your
portal. The platform brings together all of the elements of your Crowdfunding
ecosystem and ensures that they work together. It is easy to make the mistake of
believing that the platform is solely a technology infrastructure. A technology
infrastructure alone does not make a platform. It may provide the structure – the
bones, but it is not the flesh. The flesh is the services and the people that work
within the framework that the technology develops.

The development of the platform is driven by the business requirements created by
your business model. These business requirements clearly state who needs to do
what and when. They lay out the steps that will be followed for the onboarding of
business. The business requirements lay out the steps that will be followed to
ensure that investors are matches with qualified, appropriate and suitable
investment opportunities. The business requirements capture all of the work that
you have been doing to prepare for your portal business.

With the support of the business analysis, the business requirements are converted
into technical requirements. This process is part of the cost of development. If you are
using a powerful Crowdfunding engine like CommunityLeader’s Apicista – this
process identified what aspects of the platform will be customized and configured. If
you have chosen to “build it new” – this step is a critical and essential component to
ensure that a product can be delivered in a cost effective and time-sensitive manner. 

There are two primary components of the deliberation on the choice of a platform
solution. These are: Technology, and Service.

Technology 

The technology of a portal platform is far more than the flashy front end that attracts
businesses and investors. The technology starts from the moment the business and
investor touch a marketing website or a mobile application. It is working all the way
through the ongoing support provided to the successful issuer and their
corresponding investors. 
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After the agreement to initial
terms, the CommunityLeader
team meets with the
leadership of the new portal.
We call this meeting the
“JumpStart.” It is a critical face
to face meeting where
business models are clarified,
detailed processes are
mapped out, specific
documents are identified, roles
and responsibilities are
assigned, and content is
developed. This JumpStart
forms the foundation of the
business rules for the
customization and
configuration of your unique
portal platform.
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This user interface is important and helps to define the brand of your portal. The
business user experience includes the flow of how business register, participate in
their due diligence, reviews and monitors their campaign and supports their
investors. The investor user experience includes the registration and qualifying
process, how opportunities and offerings are presented, the subscription process
and then the ongoing communications about the investments they have made.
Organic growth of your portal is all about creating a unique, social and transparent
user experience.

Different technology models for the development of a platform support distinct
ways of supporting the front end experience in a regulatory compliant manner. An
effective white-labeled solution supports sufficient customization and configuration
while leveraging underlying best practices and market-tested processes. 

As critical as the front end is – the backend is the critical differentiator. A quality
backend system provides the portal the opportunity to truly create a scalable

business that harnesses the power of technology to realize efficiencies. There are
an enormous number of both complex and repetitive steps which need to be done
by the right person in order to successfully execute a raise. It is the responsibility
and the opportunity of the backend technology to support your portal’s ability to do
those essential steps with each and every raise. 

An effective backend system needs to take into consideration the collection of the
required data, storage for effective retrieval, preparation and publishing of the
required documents. The production of due diligence documents for the
Broker/Dealer requires a clear process for the collection of essential data collection.
The filings of required documents with appropriate disclosures must be done while
ensuring the congruence of those documents and their information with the material
presented to potential investors. 

For there to be a portal business – you need to be able to move the money. This
includes moving money into trading accounts, opening a unique escrow for each
raise, moving money in accordance with securities and banking regulations, and
making payments to businesses and the participants on the commission

CommunityLeader calculated
that for a standard $750,000
equity crowdfund 506 Reg D

raise with an average
investment of $2,500, a

conservative pipeline
conversion from tracking to
subscription of 30% and a

completion rate for investors
upon escrow requirements

being met at 80% – there are
over 10,000 unique events

than can occur in a successful
crowdfunding campaign. 

Look closely. 
A Portal is 20% visible 
to the public. 80% is 

the back-end support.
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distribution. Features such as these are not “add-ons,” these are all essential and
critical aspects of the platform which must be brought online by the portal in
association with the launch of their business. 

The scalability and reliability of the backend system is determined as much by the
associated and bundled services that they come with. Important technology services
include redundant systems which are important include systems with redundancies,
restoration and recovery plans, and backup schedules. Technology that can run on
scalable servers is important; having technicians that support that software is essential.
Knowing who is supporting the technology and the processes and procedures for the
access and escalation of technology support are essential components as well. 

Service also needs to include the ongoing upgrading and improvement of the Platform.
No system will be developed or designed perfectly the first time. The business market
will change and business will need new features. The investor market will evolve and
there will be new expectations. The code for how browsers read online websites, or
how phones and tablets deploy applications is constantly evolving. An essential aspect
of the service associated with the technology component of the platform is the
patching, fixing, upgrading and improving. 

Service

In addition to the Service that is provided to the technology there are several other
critical service areas that are essential to the operational functionality of a portal.
Services include functionary components of the portal platform that provide an
ongoing service to the business, the intermediary or the investor. 

Investor Qualification

The process of verification of the investor qualification is an essential service for every
portal. The newly published rules associated with the JOBs Act change the way that
investors can be determined to be accredited and thus qualified to consider certain
private placement offerings. The most fundamental implication of the rules is that the
process of "rep and warrant" which has been used by Broker/Dealers for decades is
no longer sufficient. The Intermediary must now qualify the accreditation of prospective
investors with direct tax/employment data or documentation from an appropriately
licensed professional. There are additional aspects of the qualification process for
Title III Crowdfunding that may require additional verification against some type of
federated registry.

Due Diligence

The process of due diligence has often been a time consuming and costly process
for both the B/D and the issuer. The vision of the portal platforms is to increase
efficiency and scalability to the process. This must be done without shortcuts or
cutting corners. There are documents, data, and disclosures which are essential for
legal and regulatory compliance. 

The technology can make this process more efficient and cost effective. It can also
support the issuer to take on a great portion of the responsibility of collecting the
information which is needed by the Intermediary.

It is CommunityLeader’s goal to
get your initial product to market
as quickly as possible. It is our
goal to use a “lean start-up”
model with an agile project
management methodology to
get your “minimally viable
product” (MVP) into the market
and allow you to start signing up
partners, affiliates, resources, and
beta clients. All versions of our
licenses include ongoing
upgrades and improvements as
we continue to upgrade our base
Apicista, CampaignLeader and
CommunityInvestor products.



CommunityLeader has
partnered with SigniX to

customize a solution for our
portal clients.  This

customized solution makes
setting up a digital signature,

attaching it to each and
every page of a document,

and confirming it veracity for
the life of the document

easy and integrated into the
workflow of the Platform. 

CommunityLeader has
partnered with BancBox for

a custom escrow solution
for our portal clients. This

solution ensures that neither
he portal nor the

intermediary ever process a
dime of investor's money.

The setup and management
of accounts and escrows

are integrated into the
workflow of the Platform.
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Legally Receive and Move the Money

Without the ability to properly receive the money, store it in escrow and distribute it
to the issuer or back to the investor, there is really no business. The escrow and
associated banking services are an essential service component of the portal eco-
system. There are legal requirements about the source of funds – for example you
cannot use “credit” to purchase a security. So the traditional credit card gateway
will not work as the payment gateway in your portal. There are also anti-money
laundering laws and – if you are accepting money from non-US investor or funds
from outside of the United States Patriot Act – compliance issues which must be
adhered to. 

We believe there are five essential elements to the banking component of the portal
which includes the setting up of a legal trading account, moving compliant money
into that account, moving money effectively in (and potentially out) of escrow, and
then moving the money to the funding business in accordance with the set up
policies and procedures. Having these functions integrated into the workflow of the
Platform operations is essential. 

Digital Signatures

The investors on your portal will need the opportunity to sign the subscription
agreements when they purchase a security. Signing a subscription agreement is not
like clicking “confirm” on a website terms and conditions. It is a legal document
purchasing a regulated security. The signature must be done properly and in full
compliance with the law. The signature must be done in a manner that can be
verified for the life of the agreement. 

There are lots of online digital signatures solutions. There are also electronic
signatures. It is worth learning about the difference and making sure that you are
getting one which meets your business requirements. 

One of the critical aspects with an essential service like digital signatures is the
actual cost per raise. As we were building our portal Platform software and service
package we developed a map of all of the “signing points” which would be required

Personal Account

Intermediary
Account

Issuer
Account

Trading Account

Escrow Raise Account

Unsuccessuful

Successuful

Securities
Team
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on each and every transaction. We then multiplied by the number of potential
investors would be making those signatures. Taking into account those that would
back out or change their mind – there were a lot of signatures. If the portal had to
pay per signature on every deal – even those where the funding threshold was not
met but on every signed agreements to move money in and out of escrow – the
fees from most electronic signature providers would consume the entire margin
available on a raise. 

Investor Services

The obligation of the business does not end when the money has been raised. No,
it has just started. The needs of the investor for transparency and reporting do not
stop after the raise. No, they have just begun. The portal could stop providing
services to the business or investor upon the successful raise, but it also could
strategically decide that it is in their strategic interest to ensure that the business is
able to provide and each of the investors receive quality investor services.

One of the critical reasons for a portal to provide investors services as part of their
ecosystem is to prevent accusations of fraud. Fraud is a primary concern by
businesses, investors, and regulators about Crowdfunding. Too often failure is
misinterpreted as fraud. The best way to address this is with open and transparent
communications. Without investor related services, the chance for creating angry
investors increase. This will increase the costs, liability and risk for everyone in the
sector. In fact – it could destroy the emerging industry before it has a chance to
meet its promise at all. 

The additional strategic reasons for a portal to provide investor services include: 

Provide a “line of protection” for your clients businesses so that they are able to•
focus on successful implementation of the business plan.

Increase investor “retention”: Keep confidence and satisfaction high to keep•
investors investing in opportunities on your portal.

Provide a first line of response if things go wrong – to protect your brand. •

For some investment class categories – like debt-based raises with monthly or
quarterly debt servicing payments– investor services including the collection and
dispersal of payments will be an essential aspect of the overall service provided by
the portal. 

In most situations, these services need to be integrated into the technology platform.
There will be data that needs to be shared from the respective service provider to the
base platform. In some unique (and special) situations these services may be parts of
the integrated portal platform package provided by a white labeled provider. 

CommunityLeader has
developed an integrated
investor service package
which provides support to
both the business and the
investors using the same
platform they used during the
raise. The investment overview
page is able to be continually
updated with progress reports.
The investors are able to
monitor their investments from
the same investor application.
This service is available to our
white-labeled clients. 

Developing a portal in a vertical market like independent films requires a deep
understanding of the  specific industry. "We have had to customize both the due
diligence process, as well as the investment products" said Bobby Sains, CEO of
SpotLight Funding. "It is essential to have a portal which is based in compliance
and flexible enough to be configured to support our innovative solution for
independent films."



CommunityLeader has the
ability to be customized on

the processes, where activity
happens in a discoverable

environment with full
transparency – we can meet

the compliance requirements
of a  Reg A,  Reg D,  Reg S or

one of the many intrastate
offering's requirements.

Based on the profile of the
investor we can ensure that
they are matched only with
investment which they are

qualified to view. This
provides us the unique ability

to meet today's regulatory
environment while

guaranteeing compliance
with rules that have not yet

been published.
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A Compliant Environment

CommunityLeader’s team mapped out the business requirements associated with
each “classic Crowdfunding site.” With over 13,000 steps that need to be
accomplished during a successful standard Title III crowdfund raise, the necessity
of ensuring that the right task is done by the right person at the right time is not only
a portal effectiveness issue but one of compliance. An effective portal platform
makes sure that the rights tasks are done by the right person at the right time. This
is accomplished with a commitment to three areas: 

Processes: There are numerous processes that much be managed by the right
person at the right time. A platform must ensure that these processes and
workflows are followed with every issuer, every investor and every active
investment. For example, based on the type of investment offering investors may or
may not be able to see information about the offering until after registration and
qualification.  

Discover-ability: All interaction between prospective investor and issuers happens
within the platform and must be recorded. For example, during the raise stage of
the campaign all interaction between the issuer and investors is archived and
available to any other prospective investor access to the same information. 

Transparency: A compliant platform will ensure that each action taken by anyone
– issuer, investors, campaign manager, admin, Broker, Dealer – is recorded. It is
essential to provide full transparency of who does what when in real time reports.
For example our platform can produce a real time report documenting the
qualification and suitability standard met by each investor who has viewed a specific
investment opportunity and which licensed individual approved their ability to view
the investment material. 

In order to provide full compliance CommunityLeader has identified a set of
additional features which we have included in our platform to ensure a fully
compliant environment: 

Role-based secure log-in£

Process to ensure proper due diligence for every issuer£

Qualification of each investor£

Proper Education of investor and issuers£

"Preference-based Matching" of Qualified Opportunities to restrict solicitation £

and ensure investor suitability 
Digital Signatures with embedded non-repudiation£

Individual Escrow Set up for Each Campaign£

Anti-money laundering compliance on each transaction£

Investor Eligibility 3-point Check (view opportunity, see PPM/SubDocs, and £

Subscription) 
Patriot Act Compliance on all financial transactions£

Trading Account with Identity Verification£

Tracking of each unique PPM/SubDocs£

Tracking to limit number of active outstanding PPM's as it relates to the total £

amount of the offering
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There are real costs associated
with providing services to
investors. From technical
support on the use of the
platform, to qualification,
accreditation, digital signature
registration, moving money and
ongoing investor support after
the raise. CommunityLeader
has found that there is little
market appetite for passing
these costs directly to investors.
While we track those, we have
worked those costs into
services which can be charged
to the portal or to the issuer as
part of their campaign. This is
one of many variable which
may be configuration by our
client, but are incorporated into
our default deployment to
reflect emerging best practices
in the industry. 
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Tracking with Triggers to ensure Investment are not oversubscribed£

Automated filing of required documents with SEC, FINRA and State Regulators £

Quarterly/Annual Report from Business to Investors after the raise£

Success Fee Distribution through Licensed Broker/Dealer to only licensed parties£

Compliance Trigger Reporting (for example if someone over 75 uses a SD-IRA£

as the source of funds on a non-liquid investment a "red flag" is triggered and
the transaction is halted pending live review).

The creation of a compliant environment is essential to the success of the portal.
The selection and development of the proper platform must create an
environment which protects the issuer, the investor, the intermediary, and the
portal, and the platform provider. This includes issues associated with legal
liabilities and ethical responsibilities which are not strictly speaking part of the
securities compliance structure. 

Additional Considerations

As you are considering portal platform providers there are some additional issue to
take into consideration: 

Customization and Branding: Your brand is important. The look, feel and
issuer/investor experience is a critical part of the value you are bringing to market.
An effective platform will provide you the ability to create your own look and feel
within the marketing and advertising environment – and full branding within the
context of the platform environment.

Data Security: Obviously the security of your data is essential. You will be
collecting confidential information on behalf of your issuers and the investors.
Knowing how this data is stored is critical. There must be rules for who can access,
when and how. Understanding the data ownership and use rights is also important. 

Interconnectivity: The strength of the data center and its uptime is as important
as the processes and procedures for reporting and resolving problems. A SAAS
solution should be hosted in a Tier I Data Center with 99.5+% uptime and provide a
Service Level Agreement (SLA) which clearly identifies responsiveness goals. 

Continuity Plans: Most of the white-labeled Platform providers are new
companies. It is appropriate to be concerned about company and data  if
something happens to the platform provider. A review of their leadership and
funding status is appropriate. Equally appropriate is their continuity plan. The
continuity plan outlined how ongoing operations and support will be sustained if
something happens to the software/service provider. 

NextGen Capital Markets has developed a comprehensive business assessment
and evaluation process which can will be used by prospective investors to
identify find companies with the specific compelling investment portfolio
opportunities they are seeking.  "To provided us the ability to customize our
back-end structures and to meet our business requirements, the platform needs
impressive flexibility." said Kent Martin, executive Vice-President. "For NextGen,
it was crucial to find a partner with the ability to provide complete solutions to
our business challenges within a white label environment."



Your portals’ investment
products may be regulated

by more than Securities laws.
CommunityLeader’s team

are building systems which
take into consideration

lending, real estate, banking
compliance as well. While

these customized
configuration require

additional time, the
foundation of the ecosystem

are still used, allowing the
portal client to take

advantage of the speed-to-
market and ROI advantages
of a licensed SaaS solution

over a proprietary build.
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The Cost Structure 

With the sources of revenue are also the costs. Like with all new companies there
will be startup costs, operating costs, and the costs of goods associated with the
individual businesses and their corresponding raises. Obviously everyone shares a
common goal of reducing startup costs, scaling operating costs as the business
grows and ensuring that the costs of good is less than 1/3 of the projected revenue
associated with each individual raise. 

There are three primary areas of costs: the platform (including software and
services), sales and marketing, and operations. 

The Platform 

One of these costs is certainly the platform. There are costs associated with
development and licensing as well as the ongoing costs of service and support.
Below is the breakdown of cost associated with CommunityLeader’s integrated
solution. While other portal platform may not directly address all of these costs, all
of the costs are associated with the operation of a portal. They will be incurred
somewhere in the ecosystem by the business, the investor or the intermediary. The
identification of each of the points allows a new portal operator to understand the
total true cost of operations and the total true cost of money for the issuer. 

The costs associated with a platform will include: 

Licensing: Base annual license for the portal and per user on the portal.
License fees usually include all technical service and support. It should also
include the ongoing upgrading that we have all come to associate with quality
SAAS software. 

Customization: The customization of the platform to meet your unique
business model, investment asset categories, investment products and
marketing platform.

Configuration: The branding, workflow automation, role, dashboards and other
configuration of the Platform to make it “yours”.

Training: The training associated with your service and securities team
members to effectively use the platform. There is both initial training needs as
well as ongoing association with the adoption process. 

Service: Ongoing service support associated with the users on the platform. 

Platform

Sales & Marketing

Operations
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Then, based on the scope of services provided there may be costs associated with: 

Issuer Licensing: Ability of the issuer to use the platform to prepare for and
manage their campaign through the development, raise and support phases. 

Issuer Development: Based on the due diligence process, unique service
offerings and business model; there may be direct and indirect costs associated
with the individual issuers development of their campaign. 

Publication Fee: The costs associated with launching a campaign. This could
include escrow, digital signature and regulatory filings. 

Commission: The percentage of the successfully raised money charged by the
intermediary for distribution to the members of the securities team. 

Sales and Marketing 

Your sales and marketing costs will be associated with how you answered the
critical questions of how you are attracting investors and issuers.  

We strongly encourage our new portal operators to focus on leveraging the existing
gathering places both online and in the “brick-and-mortar” world of their target
issuer. Social media will always be a valuable component of the overall marketing
and advertising strategy – but it will not be enough on its own. Reaching out to
issuers through the established networks and communications channels associated
with your target issuer’s community. 

There are three sources of marketing for investors – the first is to support each
issuer to maximize the investors they bring to the portal, the second is the portal’s
own marketing efforts and the third can be through investor networks – like
CommunityLeader Open Portal Network. The use of social media will be an
essential – and often a primary component – of investor recruitment. The ongoing
support of social media is a cost. The time of posting and responding is a real time
commitment and if done by staff has an associated cost. 

Operations

There will be staffing needed to run, manage, and operate your portal. Obviously,
there is your leadership and initially you will need to take responsibility for many of
the tasks. But either directly through employees and contractors or indirectly
through vendors and partners you will additionally need staff who support
businesses and investors. In addition to the marketing and advertising resources listed
above, and the staffing structure identified in the chapter on service and support
teams [page 17] – you will need the administration and leadership to run the
operations of your portal. 

CommunityLeader’s Open
Portal Network provides
individual portals to be part of
a larger investor network.
Open portals issuers are
viewed by all investors in the
network. In exchange the open
portal allows investors
registered through their site to
be matched with all qualified
investment from the network.
We also have a closed and
blended configuration for
those business models where
control of the investor base is a
critical value. 

As part of a portal development
consulting agreement
CommunityLeader will work with
you to develop a sample pro forma
for your portal. This prodroma
convert your assumptions into
initial startup cash needs,
projected breakevens and long
term IRR projections for
prospective investors.



CommunityLeader is
committed to providing the
individuals, businesses and

entrepreneurs that step
forward to accept that
responsibility. We are

committed to providing the
highest quality product and

services to these leaders. From
the initial Portal Development

Worksheet, through the
proposal and JumpStart –

CommunityLeader process
has been designed to build

long term partnerships with a
shared commitment to the

success of your businesses,
investors and community.  
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Conclusion

Launching a portal is launching an exciting new business. It holds both incredible
uncertainly and promise. 

As a portal operator you have an incredible responsibility to each and every
business that registers on your site. An entrepreneur is putting their dreams in your
hands. They have reached out to ask for your support and assistance. You will be
taking money from them. Money which they are fundamentally taking out of their
own pocket to put in yours. They are providing it to you on the faith. Faith that you
can make a difference in the life of their business. 

As a portal operator you have an incredible responsibility to each and every one of
the investors who come to your site to consider investments. They are counting on
you to have reviewed and vetted the business. They are counting on your to ensure
that the offers they are considering have had their “i’s” dotted and their “t’s”
crossed. They are counting on your to support their investment of time and money
in helping companies they care about to grow. 

Responsible portal operators will be the community leaders of the new emerging
industry. Community leaders are not appointed or elected. They are turned to by
the members of their community for direction, support and vision. A community
leader is driven by the grace of service. Your community may be geographic, or a
new emerging industry. It may be a cause or a sector. But as the owner of the
portal you will be called upon for your ideas, thoughts, reflections and
recommendations. Businesses that don’t fit your profile will contact you anyway. It
is truly a great responsibility. 

The Jobs Act of 2012 was an important step in the democratization of the financial
service sector to the private equity markets. It is a small step. It does not address all
of the problems – and on its own it will not meet all of the lofty expectations. But the
initial steps of Crowdfunding and the emergence of Jobs Act have set into motion
irreversible winds of change domestically and internationally. They are winds that
your portal – under your stewardship – will have to navigate.



Massolution: 2013CF, Crowdfunding Industry Report
http://goo.gl/Gc99L

Masssolution’s Crowdfunding Industry Report provides full and comprehensive insight into the global
crowdfunding industry. Almost 100 pages of custom, exclusive research, including all 2012 CF data; global
market depth; market growth and funding volumes; best-performing industries, geos, and markets; legal
frameworks...and more!

Portal Package
http://portal.communityleader.com

CommunityLeader’s CommunityInvestor
http://investors.communityleader.com/

CommunityLeader’s CampaignLeader 
http://cl.communityleader.com

cTrade
http://ctradexchange.com

Additional Resources

Don’t just Crowdfund. CommunityFund.
http://learn.communityleader.com/whitepapers/w1

Why Start Now 
http://learn.communityleader.com/whitepapers/w2

A Conservative Approach: Crowdfunding for Professionals
http://learn.communityleader.com/whitepapers/w3 

CommunityLeader’s Products and Service

CommunityLeader Whitepapers

CommuityLeader’s team has published three widely ready whitepapers covering different aspects of the emerging
crowdfunding market. Each are well researched and based on the experience of one of the true innovative leaders in the
market. Here are direct links: 

Massolution: 2013CF, Crowdfunding Software & Solutions Report
http://goo.gl/hUf5g

Massolution’s Crowdfunding Software & Solutions Report provides the first insight into the capabilities,
features, and technologies of the 30+ crowdfunding software platforms on the market. Seventy-five pages of
in-depth analysis plus online access to provider profiles, software features, and functionality matrices.



CommunityLeader’s Web Bites™ Series 
http://learn.communityleader.com/bites

Glossary 
http://learn.communityleader.com/a-to-z

CommunityLeader has a glossary of key terms used in this whitepaper and in the development of a
Crowdfunding portal and operations of the Platform 

Additional Resources

Portal Components
http://apicista.communityleader.com/images/PDFs/apicista_components.pdf

Service Offering Decision Tree
http://learn.communityleader.com/images/PDFs/successfeeflow.pdf

Portal Development Process
http://learn.communityleader.com/images/PDFs/portal_dev_overview.pdf

Intermediary Role Decision Tree
http://learn.communityleader.com/images/PDFs/businessservicesflow.pdf

CommunityLeader Sales Support Tools
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CommunityLeader is a software and service provider for Broker/Dealers and other organizations
that want to effectively link private companies and prospective investors into platform for the
compliant facilitation of securities-based crowdfunding offerings. We develop and launch custom
portals that encompass your unique brand and crowdfunding eco-system.

Our CampaignLeader application for businesses supported by a team of trained and licensed
Campaign Managers provides complete business development, due diligence preparation,
marketing and investor relation services. Our portals also provide investors unparalleled access
through our CommunityInvestor application to search and track a wide variety of opportunities
that match their investment ability and personal preferences.

 
  

 
 

 
    

 

  
  

 
  

Learning Center

Purchase our Portal Development Planning &
Consulting Services, and we will apply 110% of
the fee against the cost of your Portal License,
Development & Launch fees. 

Enter code: PDEV110

portal.communityleader.com/110percent
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